The generating functions formalism for the analysis of spin response to the periodic trains of RF pulses. Echo sequences with arbitrary refocusing angles and resonance offsets.
The generating functions (GF) formalism was applied for calculation of spin density matrix evolution under the influence of periodic trains of RF pulses. It was shown that in a general case, closed expression for the generating function can be found that allows in many cases to derive analytical expressions for the generating function of spin density matrix (magnetization, coherences). This approach was shown to be particularly efficient for the analysis of multi-echo sequences, where one has to average over various frequency isochromats. The explicit analytical expressions for the generating function for echo amplitudes in a Carr-Purcell-Meiboom-Gill (CPMG) echo sequence, a multiecho sequence with incremental phase of refocusing pulse, a gradient echo sequence including transient period were obtained for an arbitrary flip angle and an arbitrary resonance offset. Comparison of the theory and the spin-echo experiments was done, demonstrating a good agreement.